Abstract -Camera 3D pose estimation, to be consistent and precise, can benefit from two things: a 3D model of the environment, as it is well known, and the photometric appearance of the environment. The latter recently received more attention from the research community. However, it is mainly tackled for conventional cameras and using 3D models obtained from their images and for this purpose. In parallel, recent tools like 3D laser scanners have been more and more improved and are now able to rapidly generate an accurate and colored dense point clouds of a scene. We propose in this paper to tackle wide field of view camera 3D pose estimation using intensities of the whole image and surrounding datasets previously acquired by a 3D laser scanner. The direct use of image intensities withdraws features detection and matching issues and ensures more consistency than using geometric features. The performance of the approach is proven in simulation and real experiments in indoor situations.
Introduction
Robot or vehicle localization, using embedded devices only, is still a challenging issue. Tackling the problem using vision is full of potential since images bring a lot of information about the environment. The current work is in this field, even if it proposes a more general method applicable to any non uniform object visual pose estimation. Using a conventional camera can lead to precise pose estimation, up to the availability of any visual features in the camera field of view. To correct this issue, a panoramic or omnidirectional camera should be used. Thanks to its very wide field of view, the probability of seeing visual features dramatically increases. Furthermore, it maximizes the number of sensed features too, leading obviously to more constraints for motion or pose estimation.
In recent years, 3D laser scanners have been more and more improved and have now digital cameras included which assign a color to each acquired points. It is now possible to rapidly extract a geometric and visual representation of an environment. Thanks to these equipments, the number of 3D point cloud models of cities and historical monuments is increasing. This work is focused on camera localization in this kind of environments where GPS can be defeated due to occlusion, or multireflections. The goal of this work is to estimate the pose of a large field of view camera on top of a mobile robot ( Fig. 1 ) in a previously scanned environment using its images. The problem very recently received attention from researchers in perspective vision, exploiting normalized mutual information (NMI) [22] or point features [12] . However in our case, point features are not usable and we can exploit the point intensities provided by the scanner. That is why, to estimate the pose of the camera, and therefore localize the robot, we propose to rely on 3D model-based tracking and pose estimation principles but using the photometric feature rather than a geometric one and a 3D point cloud as model. A way to do 3D model based visual tracking and pose estimation is to optimize the pose minimizing the error between the projection of the model of a real object and corresponding image measurements. The pose optimization process is often preceded by a linear estimation step which has well been tackled in the literature for points, in perspective vision [21] or in omnidirectional vision [19] , and other features as lines [2] . This kind of method can be used with feature points or lines shared by real images and virtual images of the 3D model for the first image of a sequence for initialization. For following images, as we assume being in a tracking process, the optimal pose of the previous image is used as the initial pose for the current image.
So, when an initial guess of the pose is available, matched features which are shared by images and the 3D model, are used to compute a cost function leading to a non-linear system with respect to the pose of the 3D object. The linearization of the system by a Taylor development allows to design a Gauss-Newton or LevenbergMarquardt optimization process using feature points [15] , [11] or lines [20] .
However, in our case, detection, matching and tracking of such geometric features is very difficult. The digital camera included to the scanner has a low resolution and a low intensity dynamics. So, when the points sampling rate is greater than the digital camera resolution, a 3D point and its nearest neighbors are colorized with the same RGB value. This phenomenon creates a blur effect on the colored point clouds. We also have to place the laser scanner at different geographical positions to avoid occlusions in large environments, we have to make several acquisition stations. Despite fast acquisitions, these point clouds have been acquired at different times of the day, so at different sun exposures. Because of that, two points side by side from two separate stations may have a completely different color. These problems are visible on the virtual images generated by projecting our 3D point clouds. Moreover, dealing with point clouds implies that virtual images can contain empty pixels when not any 3D point is projected in. Because of that, interest points detection and the matching (ASIFT [18] , KAZE [1] , Brisk [14] ) between a digital image and a virtual one failed or gave us inaccurate results. For the same reasons, extracting lines are also a tricky operation considering that kind of images.
The photometric feature received recently much attention from the research community, mainly due to its potential of precision but also since it withdraws feature detection and matching issues. The photometric feature has been used to track planes in a 2D motion estimation scheme in perspective [5] and in omnidirectional [17] vision or in the visual control of a robot under the visual servoing framework in [8] (perspective vision) and [6] (omnidirectional vision).
The current work proposes to adapt the use of the photometric feature for 3D model based pose estimation in wide angle vision. For this, we use a dense point cloud as model of an environment which has not only a geometric structure but also a photometric value for each 3D point.
The rest of the paper is then organized as follow. First, the section 2 describes the point clouds database generation. After this, the pose estimation method itself is presented in section 3. Finally, simulation results and real experiments are presented in section 4 before conclusion.
Organized Point Cloud Database
For large scanned environments, such as cities or historical monuments, the number of 3D points can rapidly become enormous (several millions). Thus, generating virtual images using all the 3D points of these models would be really time-consuming operations. This is why we propose a solution for only considering the useful 3D points of the model depending on the robot pose.
Camera model
The wide field of view camera that we use is a fisheye camera. A fisheye camera involves an ultra wide-angle lens that generates strong visual distortions to create an hemispherical image. We use the unified spherical projection model which is well suited for single viewpoint camera but which can be also used for modelling the fisheye projection [3] , considering additional radial distortion parameters.
Following the spherical model, a 3D point X = (X, Y, Z)
T is first projected onto a unitary sphere, cen-
The obtained point is then perspectively projected on the normalized image plane as x = (x, y):
An image point is obtained from a 3D point using pr γ (X) = Kpr ξ (X), knowing intrinsic parameters γ = {p x , p y , u 0 , v 0 , r 1 , r 2 , ξ }, where p x and p y represent focal length in terms of pixels, u 0 and v 0 represent the principal point, r 1 and r 2 are radial distortion parameters.
Organized Point Cloud
We note PCm the complete model composed by the registered point clouds acquired by different stations. Each 3D point has 3D coordinates and an intensity value.
An organized point cloud OPC dataset is the name given to point clouds that resemble an organized image (or matrix) like structure, where the data is split into rows and columns. 1 We can see an OPC as two matrix, one which is an intensity image ( Figure 2 ) and another which contains the coordinates of the projected and visible 3D points in the image. In the following, we note I OPC the intensity image of an OPC. Fig. 2 Example of virtual fisheye image obtained inside a 3D point cloud environment using the unified spherical projection camera model
We expressed the generation of a virtual fisheye organized point cloud in a scene by OPC(pr γ (PCm), c v M o ) where pr γ represents the unified spherical projection previously presented and c v M o is the virtual camera pose in the scene. A matrix c M o represents the transformation from the PCm (object (o)) frame to a camera (c) frame :
This matrix c M o(4×4) is formed by a rotation matrix c R o(3×3) and a translation vector c t o(3×1) .
Database generation process
In our experimentations we use a model of a cathedral interior ( Fig. 3(a) ). This model contains tens of millions of 3D points. It is unthinkable to use this complete model as robot environment representation. To deal with this problem, offline, we create a database of organized point clouds. Then, during the online pose estimation process of an input digital image, the robot only uses one organized point cloud of the database. Fig. 3 Example of point cloud model: a cathedral interior visible from the outside For creating the database, wide field of view virtual cameras pointing up are placed every a regular step all over the ground surface of the 3D model PCm. For the x camera positions vc x M o , we generate an organized point cloud OPC x (pr γ (PCm), vc x M o ). We apply the Hidden Point Removal (HPR) [13] on the OPC x to remove the 3D points which should be invisible as viewed from the pose vc x M o . Figure 4 shows an I OPC before (a) and after (b) using the Hidden Point Removal on its associated OPC. 
Localization
The aim of the work is to compute the pose of the real camera using its digital images and an organized point cloud of the environment as a reference. The imagebased virtual visual servoing (VVS) is an interesting framework in a tracking process to deal with this problem. VVS is a full scale non-linear optimization technique which can be used for pose optimization based on a cost function defined in the image [9] .
Pose optimization
Our visual servoing goal is to regulate the difference between a desired digital image I * and virtual images obtained using the camera model projection presented in section 2.1 and the OPC of the database which has been generated from the closest pose than the previously estimated robot pose :
The time variation of a pixel x = (x, y) in the image plane I OPC (r) is related by a geometric interaction matrix [7] to the pose velocity v =ṙ as:
where v = (υ, ω) is respectively the linear and angular camera velocities. The interaction matrix L x depends on the projection model defined for the unified projection model [4] . L x contains the point depth ρ = √ X 2 +Y 2 + Z 2 as defined in section 2.1. The 3D point coordinates (X,Y, Z) are easily and rapidly found because they are in the organized point cloud OPC associated to the I OPC . Note I OPC (x, t) the intensity of the pixel x at time t. Under temporal luminance consistency [8] and assuming a small pixel displacement dx, we can write :
If dx is small enough, and considering a Lambertian scene, the optical flow constraint equation is valid, then
with ∇I OPC the spatial gradient of
, is the temporal gradient. The computation of the spatial gradients ∇I OPC is conventionally done in the image with two derivative filters along x (eq. 7) and y (eq. 8) image axes.
(−112, −913, −2047, 0, 2047, 913, 112) (7)
Coefficients are obtained from a derivative Gaussian filter. However, in our case, the image I OPC is generated by projecting 3D points of a cloud. Consequently, the virtual image can have "holes" because of pixels which are not filled by a 3D point (like on the top of the image in Figure 4(d) ). Using these pixels would affect the computation of the image gradients. That is why we only use the pixels which contain a projected 3D point and whose the six vertical and six horizontal pixels neighbors contain projected 3D points. Substituting eq. (4) in eq. (6), we get the relationship between the intensity variation at an image point and the camera velocity:
An image I OPC of size N × M can be seen as a vector of intensities : I OPC = (I OPC0 , I OPC1 , ..., I OPCN×M ). Then, eq. (9) can be writen for the entire image as :
Considering visual servoing as an optimization problem [16] , [8] formulate photometric servoing control law using a Levenberg-Marquardt like optimization technique. It has been shown that it ensures better convergence than other kind of control laws for the photometric feature. According to eq.(3), the control law of the virtual camera in our case is given by:
where
with L I OPC the interaction matrix linking the luminance of image I OPC and the camera displacements. At each iteration of the visual servoing, the pose increment v is used to update the camera pose using the exponential map e [.] of SE (3):
The process is repeated until the error e (eq. (3)) is stable. Here, time t, represents optimization loop iteration number.
RESULTS
The correlation criteria that we use is the Zero-mean Normalized Sum of Square Differences (ZNSSD) between intensities of the virtual current and the desired digital images. In a previous work [10] , we compared different cost function shapes obtained with several correlation criteria. We observed that the ZNSSD cost function has a more convex shape than the others and a more pronounced minimum. Moreover, the ZNSSD is faster to compute.
We first tackle the use of our method on a sequence of virtual images where the virtual fisheye camera is driven in a simple 3D model made of colored meshes. The goal of this section is to highlight the ability of our proposed method to succeed. Fig. 5 The virtual scene used in our simulation experiments
Simulation results
The virtual room is 14 meters long to 9 meters wide to 7 meters height. To try our complete approach we generate a database containing 12 organized point clouds which cover the room.
A synthetic sequence is made by moving a virtual camera along a 23 meters path in the 3D room (Fig. 6) . We extract 390 rendered images from this sequence. In a mean, there are around 10 cm between each image or a rotation of 2 degrees. Poses of these images are the ground truth of the virtual experiment. Our method succeeds to track the 3D room in virtual fisheye images all along the sequence using the organized point clouds of the database. Figure 7 shows qualitatively the proximity between true and estimated trajectories.
Indeed, the mean distance between true and estimated positions is about 4.0 cm. Specifically, the mean errors for the three axes X, Y and Z are respectively 0.8 cm, These results show our method is not only able to converge to a minimal error in the image plane, starting from image differences, but also very close to the true pose. The remaining error is due to the discretization induced by considering point clouds on which the images are registered.
Real experiments
The real localization experiments aim to estimate the fisheye camera 3D pose for each image of sequences. The initial pose of the virtual camera is manually determined at the beginning of the image sequence but then, the complete process is automatic. We realized our experiments using a model of a cathedral interior (Fig. 3(a) ).
This environment has been scanned by placing a Leica Geosystems TPS400 laser scanner at more than 50 positions. The model composed by the acquired point clouds contains more than 30 million of 3D points for a volume of around 140 meters long to 50 meters wide to 42 meters height.
In a first time, we produce the organized point clouds database. We experimentally chose a one meter step between each camera positions for creating the database. When the database is loaded by the robot each OPC x pose vc x M o is added to a k-dimensional tree. We aim to estimate the wide-angle camera 3D pose for each image of a sequence of 600 images acquired by the robot which navigate inside the cathedral along a path of more than 20 m (Fig. 10 (a-c) ). The pose of the virtual camera is optimized minimizing the difference between the virtual view of the environment and the desired digital image. At each iteration of the pose optimization, the virtual image is generated using the organized point cloud of the database which has been generated from the closest pose than the previously estimated robot pose. The closest OPC pose is rapidly found using a nearest neighbor search method in the k-dimensional tree. Figure 10 (d-f) show virtual images rendered at optimal poses corresponding to real images of figure 10 (a-c) . In order to qualitatively evaluate pose estimations, figure 9 shows the estimated trajectory rendered inside the complete 3D cathedral model. The robots labelled (1), (2) and (3) are rendered respectively at the estimated poses of the digital images of figure 10 (a-c), in other words at the same camera poses which generated the virtual images of figure 10 (d-f) .
(a) Fig. 9 The estimated trajectory rendered inside the complete 3D cathedral model
CONCLUSIONS
The visual tracking of dense point clouds model for wide-angle cameras, exploiting their acquired images have been successfully led on a robot or when the camera is hand-led. To reach this goal, we proposed a method to only considering the useful 3D points of the model depending on the robot pose. The virtual images generated with the useful points are taken as input of a LevenbergMarquardt optimization process to compute the optimal pose of the camera. The pose of the camera is computed based on the photometric feature, i.e. the whole image, leading to consistent and precise pose estimations. To tackle the fact that we are dealing with point clouds, adaptations to the photometric camera servoing have been proposed.
In future work we would like to do a GPU implementation of our process and adapt our organized point cloud database generation to be able to localize a UAV.
